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1 Introduction

This paper focuses on metaphor and the interpretation
of metaphor in a discourse setting. There have been
several accounts put forward by eminent philosophers of
language Max Black, John Searle and Donald David-
son, among others--but none of them are satisfactory.
They offer a few rules for metaphoric interpretation, but
many of them are redundant, and they form a list with-
out much coherence.

Many have thought that the principles of metaphorical
interpretation cannot be formally specified. We’ll attack
this position with two claims. Our first claim is that
some aspects of metaphor are productive, and this pro-
ductivity can be captured by perspicuous links between
generalisations that are specified in the lexicon, and gen-
eral purpose circumscriptive reasoning in the pragmatic
component. Indeed from a methodological perspective,
we would claim the productive aspects of metaphor can
give the lexicographer clues about how to represent se-
mantic information in lexical entries.

Moreover, it is well known that domain knowledge
influences metaphorical interpretation. Our second
claim takes this further, and we argue that rhetorical
relations----such as Elaboration, Contrast, and Parallel,
among others--that connect the meanings of segments
of text together, also influence this. Through studying
these cases, we learn how to link lexical processing to
discourse processing in a formal framework, and we give
some preliminary accounts of how the link between words
and discourse determine metaphor.

2 Metaphor in the Lexicon

But first, we consider an example of metaphoric pro-
ductivity. The class of words concerned, is the ’normal’
vs. the metaphorical use of verbs describing change of
location (COL) in English and in French:

(1) a. Jean est pass~ de l’autre c6t~ de la loi.
b. Jean est all~ (parti) ~la guerre.
c. He entered a blue funk/came out of his blue

funk.
d. Sam crossed the line of permissible behavior.

e. He deviated from the norm.
f. Jean est ~ la guerre.
g. He is outside (within) the law.
h. He was from outer space.
i. He was way off base.
j. He skirted the boundaries of the permissible.
k. She stayed right on target.
1. You have now entered the Twilight Zone.

(In-e j-l) employ verbs of motion or motion complexes,
that in the typology described in Asher and Sablayrolles
(1995), describe changes of location (COL). (lf-i) 
ploy complexes describing a present or past lociation or
position of the subject; these have a metaphorical be-
haviour very similar to the behaviour of CoL complexes,
and so we’ll loosely refer to these as CoL verbs too for
the purposes of this abstract.

These verbs conventionally apply to spatial locations.
Asher and Sablayrolles (1995) describe a taxonomy, 
which the various CoL verbs are grouped into ten classes,
which place restrictions on the kinds of arguments they
take. For example entrer must have the interior of some
object or place I as an argument and it must describe an
event of moving from some location near l inside I. On
the other hand, a verb like arriver, though similar to en-
trer in that it takes the interior of some object or place l
as an argument and describes an event of moving inside
l, differs from entrer in that the movement must have its
source or starting point outside the contextually defined
"nearby zone" of I. The verb sortir resembles entrer in
that it describes a motion involving the inside of a "refer-
ence location" l and a point in the near outside, but the
movement goes in the opposite direction; l is the source
of this movement and the point in the neighborhood is
the goal. All CoL verbs have in fact a reference location
I, but their meaning differs in how this reference loca-
tion is exploited in constraints on the source, goal and
intermediate path of the eventuality described.

This kind of information can be represented in a typed
feature structure (TFS) framework, and unification and
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default unification can then be used to build phrases
from the lexical entries, while ensuring that the argu-
ments to verbs are of the right type, via the typing sys-
tem that accompanies the TFSs. This is a model oflexical
processing that has been suggested by many computa-
tional linguists (e.g., Boguraev and Pustejovsky 1990,
Briscoe et al 1990, Evans and Gazdar 1989a, 1989b,
Flickinger 1985, Lascarides et al 1994, and others), and
in previous work, we have suggested how such a model
can be linked to a theory of discourse processing, to han-
dle disambiguation (Asher and Lascarides 1995a, Asher
and Sablayrolles 1995) metonymy (Lascarides et a11994,
Lascarides 1995) and zeugma (Lascarides, Copestake
and Briscoe, 1994).

But these lexical entries for CoL verbs cannot be the
ones that are used to represent the sentences in (1); 
least not directly. For all the sentences in (1) violate the
type constraints on the CoL verbs. Attempting to unify
the TFSS in these cases will fail.

However, the sentences (1) expose a lexical generalisa-
tion, which should be represented in a formal and compu-
tationally tractable manner. The lexical generalisation is
this: the essential structure of the CoL verbs--that they
describe a change of location from a source to a goal via
an intermediate path--is preserved in the metaphorical
meaning. In other words, what distinguishes a particu-
lar CoL verb from other kinds of verbs in the conven-
tional use, also distinguishes it from those verbs in their
metaphorical use.

Ideally, we should capture this constraint as a gener-
alisation in the lexicon: the lexicon should predict which
aspects of a lexical entry can vary in metaphorical inter-
pretation, and which can’t. If we include in the seman-
tic component of lexical entries a new feature---call it
differentiae---which explicitly stipulates how that lexical
entry is different from words in its subclasses and su-
perclasses, then we can capture the constraint that the
differences are maintained in a metaphorical setting, by
a lexical rule, which is a function between TFSS in the
spirit of Briscoe and Copestake (1991).

The Metaphor Lexical Rule will take as input those
word classes that can be used metaphorically (this ex-
cludes auxilliaries, for example). The output will spec-
ify those elements of a word that can vary from con-
ventional use to metaphor, and those that can’t. The
fact that the types of arguments can vary, can be cap-
tured by ensuring the output of the lexical rule assigns
a general type (7-) to the arguments. The fact that the
differentiae cannot vary, can be captured by structure
sharing or reentrancy between the differentiae of the in-
put, and the differentiae of the output. So, in the case of
CoL verbs, the Metaphor Lexical Rule will capture the
fact that the distinctions among the CoL verbs and verb
complexes, described in Asher and Sablayrolles (1995),
are preserved in the metaphorical sense extensions. We
assume the differentiae of CoL verbs stipulates the con-
straints on the source, goal and intermediate path that
distinguishes it from other verbs. And so the reentrancy
on the differentiae features will ensure that these con-
straints are maintained, but the types of the arguments
the verbs take won’t be constrained to physical-space

anymore.
In order to make any predictions about the sorts of ex-

amples we have seen in (1), we must apply the Metaphor
Lexical rule not only to CoL verbs but also to their ar-
guments. The Metaphor Lexical rule interacts with uni-
fication to constrain metaphorical meaning and to set
certain limits on what metaphors are possible and what
metaphors are not. The feature structures of the various
lexical entries must unify together, to form the feature
structure for the whole sentence, and this means, for in-
stance, that the features of the arguments of a verb like
partir must be compatible with the differentiae features
of the verb class.

In the case of CoL verbs, this means that at the very
least the arguments must have some sense extension that
allows them to be interpreted as locations in some qual-
itative space. In concrete terms, how does this restrict
the arguments of CoL verbs in a metaphorical interpre-
tation? We are on less certain ground here than with
the CoL verbs themselves, because we have not made
an exhaustive study of these arguments. Nevertheless,
we tentatively propose two generalizations. First, we
claim that any common noun or NP O~ that has a lexical
antonym allows us to construct a spatial interpretation
for an NP containing a in which we have two spaces:
one for the metaphorical denotation of c~; and one for its
antonym, which functions as a far outside zone. Second,
if c~ is part of a scalar system (e.g. good, bad, better,
worse), then we claim that c~ has a metaphorical, spa-
tim intepretation in which the near neighbourhoods of
reference locations are present.

So for instance, the Metaphor Lexical Rule and uni-
fication predict that (lb) is fine, because war has dif-
ferentiae that distinguish it from another related lexical
concept Can antonym) that allows us to have a metaphor-
ical far outside (the opposite), and so the constraints
on the metaphorical sense of aller are satisfied. War
isn’t a scalar concept and so does not necessarily sup-
port a spatial interpretation in which we can distinguish
nearby neighborhoods. So this means that a CoL verb
that requires that the goal be a near outside of the state
in which one is in (peace) such as sor~ir cannot work
metaphorically with the same arguments, which is in-
deed the case

(2) *I1 est sorti ~ la guerre.
La France est entrd dans la guerre.

On the other hand, a scalar concept should be able to
support the inner CoL verbs, if our generalizations are
correct:

(3) I1 est sorti de son dtat de mauvaise humeur.
I1 est entrd dans un dtat de mauvaise humeur.

The Metaphor Lexical Rule combined with our obser-
vations about the ontological status of certain locations
also predicts that (ld) is fine, while (4) is 

(4) *He has entered the line of permissible behavior.

A line, even one in a qualitative space defined by possi-
ble behaviors Ca scalar concept again), is something that
can be crossed but that cannot be entered, since lines
in our commonsense geometry have no extension (for 



discussion see Aurnague and Vieu 1993). Thus, in (4)
the unification process will fail.

Through studying certain aspects of metaphorical pro-
ductivity, we have learnt about the kinds of features that
we need in the semantics: representing differentiae would
be useful for capturing lexical constraints on the degree
of variation permitted in metaphorical interpretation.

3 Metaphor in Context

Having encoded constraints on metaphorical senses via
the Metaphor Lexical Rule, we still have the problem of
determining the metaphorical interpretation of a word
in a discourse setting. Since the Metaphor Lexical Rule
is only intended to represent productive constraints on
metaphorical interpretation, it gives only an underspeci-
fled semantics to the lexical item, which must be fleshed
out with pragmatic reasoning.

If the best metaphoric interpretation involves the min-
imal change to the conventional lexical entry, we can
technically compute a minimal change in lexical mean-
ing to get the fully specified metaphorical meaning, by
circumscribing the changes, as in McCarthy (1986). One
circumscribes the changes in the set of overall features
and values in the lexical entries, while maintaining the
constraints imposed by the Metaphor Lexical Rule on
what must remain constant, and allowing features and
values to vary so as to permit a successful unification.

Circumscription can be represented within the logi-
cal framework of Commonsense Entailment (cz) used
to build up discourse representations in Asher’s (1993)
SDRT and Lascarides and Asher (1993) as follows: Let
O(fl ---- ¢) mean that feature fl contains the informa-
tion that ~b, while El(f1 ---* d : ¢) means that fl has the
information that ¢ concerning its differentiae. Then we
can determine the metaphorical sense of fl--which is the
FS M(fl)--by exploiting the nonmonotonic consequence
operation of cE with the following two axiom schemata
(M is thus a function from Fss to FSs, constrained by
these two schemata):

* (t2(fl ---, ¢)) > (O(M(fl) 
¯ (t:l(fl ---. d: ¢)) -- (t2(M(fl) --* 

These axiom schema will produce a feature structure f2
with the minimal number of changes compatible with
the other constraints one knows about f2. The combi-
nation of lexical rule and circumscription provides (a) 
account of which features can vary and which can’t in
metaphorical interpretation, and (b) a defeasible reason-
ing mechanism for fleshing out the particular metaphor-
ical interpretation, in a discourse setting.

One can also provide more specific lexical rules, that
work on more specific word classes, to capture particu-
lar, more specific aspects of metaphorical productivity
(cf. Briscoe and Copestake 1991). Ortony (1979) cites
a further productive case of metaphor: adjectives which
apply to physical objects, can be applied in a metaphor-
ical sense to humans: straight, bent, soft, hard, narrow,
broad, and so on. The licensing of these metaphorical
uses of adjectives can be represented via a lexical rule,
which permits the application of the adjective to an ar-
gument of type human.

But this lexical rule would not specify the semantics
of the metaphorical sense in any detail. Pragrnatics will
again be needed to compute this.

Having captured this lexical generalisation, we can
capture a further one: that physical objects can apply
as predicates to humans, and they receive a metaphori-
cal interpretation where the adjectives that apply to the
physical object are now applied in their metaphorical
sense to the human. So, for example, the lexical rule
would predict that rock can take an argument of type
human, and that in this metaphorical use, the adjec-
tives that apply to the original physlcal-object mean-
ing of rock, now apply in their metaphorically shifted
sense to the human. So (5) is interpreted as John is
solid, heavy, hard to move, and so forth.

(5) John is a rock.

It must be stressed, however, that since the metaphor-
ical senses of the adjectives are under-specified in the
lexicon, then so is the metaphorical sense of rock. The
lexical rule licenses the predicate argument structure in
(5), but gives few clues about the resulting meaning.
Pragmatics--perhaps in the circumscriptive framework
we suggested above is needed for this task. This is
why although the interpretation of (5) is relatively clear
(because this is a fairly well-used, and arguably conven-
tionalized use of rock), the metaphorical meaning of (6)
is unclear, without further pragmatic information, even
though the predicate-argument structure of the sentence
is licensed by the lexical rule:

(6) Sam is a pebble.

This brings us to the role of discourse structure and
pragmatics in the interpretation of metaphor. Although
the meaning of (6) in isolation of any discourse context
is hard to compute, this is ameliorated in (7):

(7) a. John is a rock.
b. But (compared to John) Sam is a pebble.

We would argue that the Contrast relation in (7) pro-
vides the information we need in order to calculate the
metaphorical meaning of pebble at the discourse level.
Note that it cannot simply be domain information about
pebbles and rocks, since this was available for the inter-
pretation of (6) and failed to provide clues. Rather, the
clue lies in the juztaposi~ion of (7a) and (7b), and 
fact that (7b) Contrasts with (7a).

To see how the Contrast relation determines metaphor
in (7), we’ll link the lexical reasoning described above, 
the semantics of Contrast in Segmented Discourse Repre-
sentation Theory (SDRT) (Asher, 1993). Using the tech-
niques described in Asher (1993), we must check the co-
herence of the Contrast relation in (7), by ensuring that
the discourse constituents are isomorphic both struc-
turally and semantically, and that there is a contrasting
theme between them. There is a default heuristic that
one aims for as much structural and semantic isomor-
phism as possible. Maximum isomorphism is achieved,
if rock is associated with pebble in the structural map-
ping between the constituents, and the semantics of these
items contrast each other. Therefore, if we successfully
interpret the metaphorical use of rock in (7a), via the



lexical and circumscriptive reasoning mentioned above,
we can compute what the metaphorical meaning of peb-
ble is in this context. If rock means reliable, then pebble
must mean unreliable, for the contrasting theme to be as
maximal as possible.

To see how the discourse component, the lexical rules
and the pragmatic reasoning interact, let us look at
this example in more detail. Because of the type clash
in constructing the SDKS constituent c~(j) for (7a), 
are forced to a metaphorical interpretation of rock us-
ing the more specific lexical metaphorical rule concern-
ing physical-objects (POMLR). Now we process (7b)
and attempt to construct a constituent /3(s) for this
sentence. Again unification fails and we must con-
struct a metaphorical interpretation of pebble. This time,
however, we do not have enough pragmatic informa-
tion to get an informative constituent fl~(s); as we saw
above, information independent of the discourse context
is not sufficient to give any determinate meaning to the
metaphorical sense of pebble appropriate to human ar-
guments. So now we attempt to exploit the discourse
structure to add content to/3’(s). By the rules for at-
tachment in SDRT, a(j) is the only possible attachment
point, and the use of but in the second sentence forces
us to conclude Contrast(a(j), ~’(s)). But Contrast holds
only if the two constituents yield contrasting themes, and
there is not enough content in fll to construct the appro-
priate, constrasting theme (for details of the mechanisms
for constructing themes, see Asher 1993).

We hypothesize that a strategy of accommodation
comes into play in cases like these. Since there is suffi-
cient information in the conventional properties on which
the two sentences are derived to construct two contrast-
ing themes (r is a rock vs. r is a pebble) for the respective
constituents, we use these themes to verify the neces-
sary coherence constraints on Contrast(a(j),/3’(s)). The
presence of this Contrast relation now forces a revision
of the truth conditional content of ~(s); the representa-
tion of the meaning of (7b) (again, for details see Asher
1993). According to this revision, we replace fl’(s) with
-,a(s) A/~t(s), which gives us the intuitively right results:
namely, that (7b) in this context means that Sam is 
pebble, and not a rock.

We now consider an example where the discourse con-
text actually triggers a metaphorical interpretation. Sen-
tence (8), in the absence of information to the contrary,
means that I climbed a (physical) greasy pole.

(8) I have climbed up that greasy pole.

There is no reason to believe that the sentence is
metaphorical, because unification between the CoL verb
climb and the physical-space greasy pole, succeeds.
However, in (9)--which is a slightly expanded exam-
ple from Searle (1979), that he puts in the mouth 
Disraeli--the Contrast relation not only helps us deter-
mine the metaphorical interpretation of (9b), but unlike
(7), the discourse context triggers the metaphor in the
first place.

(9) a. I have always despised politics.
b. But I have climbed to the top of that greasy

pole.

Again using the techniques in SDRT, one must check
the coherence of the Contrast relation, and aim for max-
imum structural and semantic isomorphism between the
constituents. Furthermore, the anaphoric expression
that greasy pole must be resolved to an available an-
tecedent from the discourse context. Given the discourse
context, $DRT predicts there is only one candidate an-
tecedent: politics. But the type hierarchy prevents that
greasy pole from being identified with politics, unless it
undergoes type coercion. Therefore, through calculating
the anaphora resolution, with the aid of the discourse
structure, we learn that that greasy pole has a metaphor-
ical interpretation, and is identified with politics (and so
greasy is assigned a metaphorical interpretation, which
is ascribed to politics).

But now, the conventional CoL verb climb cannot
combine with that greasy pole anymore. The default uni-
fication that is used to build the phrase (9b) from the
conventional CoL verb and the resolved anaphoric ex-
pression fails, because the latter expression is not of the
type physlcal-space, and so using a principle of Char-
ity familiar from philosophical work on metaphor (Black
1962, 1979, Searle 1979), climb must be interpreted in a
different way.

The constraints described in the Metaphor Lexical
Rule, together with the circumscriptive reasoning, that
as many properties of climb as possible are preserved
in the metaphorical interpretation, predicts that all the
properties of the source, intermediate path and goal of
climb in (9b)-----save that they are of type physical-
space---are preserved. So, Disraeli starts at the bot-
tom of politics, and climbs to the top. We must there-
fore assign politics a qualitative scale: the career hier-
archy (clerk to prime minister) is a plausible candidate,
and under this interpretation, (9b) means that Disraeli
worked his way up the career hierarchy.

A particularly compelling metaphor may change the
features that are present in a lexical entry, albeit tem-
porarily. Arguably, this occurs in Romeo’s metaphor for
Juliet:

(10) a. What light through yonder window breaks?

b. It is the East, and Juliet is the sun!
William Shakespeare, Romeo and Juliet, Ac~ II,
Scene 2

Since (10a) is a question, by the constraints in SDRT it
must form part of a question answer pair (QAP) (Asher
and Lascarides, 1995b). An answer to this question is
a proposition which asserts what light it is. Indeed, as
we’ll see below, (10b) gives us an answer, but not a direct
one; we have to infer what the direct answer is.

One task is to resolve the anaphor it in (10b). Just 
in (9), the discourse context constrains this to be iden-
tified with either the window or the light. Both invoke
type violations, and will force a metaphorical interpre-
tation. The identification of the anaphor with window
is more plausible, because the mass term light doesn’t
determine a physical location to the extent that window
does. Having supposed that the window is the East, it is
now easy to infer an answer to the question (10a) at the
metaphorical level. The metaphorical sun is rising in the



East (which, physically, is the window). And the second
constituent in (lOb) specifies what the metaphorical sun
is in the physical location of the window: it’s Juliet (so
we’ve now inferred that Juliet is at the window). One
could infer further content, using world knowledge of the
sort Shakespeare might have assumed his audience would
have at their disposal (like a roughly Ptolomaic view of
the universe); for example, as Juliet is the metaphorical
sun, she is at the centre of Romeo’s world.

4 Conclusion

We have shown how to compute metaphorical interpre-
tations from a combination of three mechanisms: lexical
rules which specify the range of possible meaning shifts of
classes of words; circumscriptive techniques for fleshing
out metaphorical interpretation in different pragmatic
contexts; and a theory of discourse structure, which pro-
rides mechanisms for revising the truth conditional con-
tent of metaphorically interpreted constituents, relative
to the context in which they’re uttered. We showed how
this can explain data concerning: verbs involving change
of location; the metaphorical shift of meaning of words
that refer to kinds of physical objects when they are
predicated of persons; and the dependence of metaphor-
ical interpretation upon discourse structure. What we
have done, of course, is very far from a comprehensive
theory of metaphor. At best we have offered a proof of
concept of an approach. But by using the modern logical
tools of formal pragmatics and semantics, we hope that
we and others can make progress on this difficult subject
and that in turn a better understanding of metaphor will
enhance our understanding of lexical meaning and lexical
processes.
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